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Abstract 

Well-being is the life demand pursued by modern people. Product happiness has become the 

sources to enhance the quality of life, which will become a norm in future markets. The research 

attempts to explore the relationship between the emotional factors of happiness in consumer products 

and happiness. The research is divided into two phase. The first phase is to select pictures of products 

with happiness. Through the induction and sorting, the representative pictures of products and 

emotional vocabulary are extracted. The second phase is the questionnaire survey. According to the 

founding of the first phase, preparing the questionnaire for emotional vocabulary with the 

representative pictures of products as testing sample and doing the pre-questionnaire survey and formal 

investigation in final. Through 313 valid questionnaires, total 939 data were obtained after these 313 

valid questionnaires were measure three times repeatedly. By the result, it is found that the factors of 

products with happiness include 3 aspects they are “Novel and interesting”, “Harmonious and 

comfortable”, and “Lazy and relaxed”. They are all positive correlation to affect consumer product 

happiness. “Novel and interesting” is as important as “Harmonious and comfortable”, followed by 

“Lazy and relaxed”. The scale can significantly measure the difference in product happiness and it's 

emotional factors between different images. The results of demographic indicate that the psychological 

well-being index is positively correlated with product happiness, but there is no relationships between 

economic benefits and product happiness. More research implications will be described in this article. 
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